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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to compare a set of dis-
tance/similarity measures, some motivated sta-
tistically, others motivated stylistically, regard-
ing their ability to reflect stylistic similarity
between texts. To assess the ability of these
distance/similarity functions to capture stylistic
similarity between texts, we have tested them in
the two most frequently employed multivariate
statistical analysis settings: cluster analysis and
(kernel) principal components analysis.
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1 Introduction

Computational stylistics investigates texts from the
standpoint of individual style (author identification)
or functional style (genres, registers). Because in all
computational stylistic studies/approaches, a process
of comparison of two or more texts is involved, in a
way or another, there was always a need for a dis-
tance/similarity function to measure similarity (or dis-
similarity) of texts from the stylistic point of view.

Usually, the distance/similarity measures are im-
plicitly or explicitly used by multivariate statistical
analysis techniques typically applied in computational
stylistic approaches. In [5], these approaches are char-
acterized as: ”[The]...technique essentially picks the N
most common words in the corpus under investigation
and computes the occurrence rate of these N words in
each text or text-unit, thus converting each text into
an N -dimensional array of numbers. Multivariate sta-
tistical techniques are then applied to the data to look
for patterns. The two techniques most frequently em-
ployed are principal components analysis and cluster
analysis.”

The goal of this paper is to compare a set of dis-
tance/similarity measures, some motivated statisti-
cally, others motivated stylistically, regarding their
ability to reflect stylistic similarity between texts.

As style markers we have used the function word
frequencies. Function words are generally considered
good indicators of style because their use is very un-
likely to be under the conscious control of the au-
thor and because of their psychological and cognitive

role [3]. Also function words prove to be very effective
in many author attribution studies.

The distance/similarity between two texts will be
measured as distance/similarity between the func-
tion words frequencies corresponding to the respec-
tive texts. For this study we selected some similar-
ity/distance measures. We started with the most nat-
ural distance/similarity measures: euclidean distance
and (taking into account the statistical nature of data)
Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Since function words
frequencies can also be viewed as ordinal variables,
we also considered for comparison some specific sim-
ilarity measures: Spearman’s rank-order coefficient,
Spearman’s footrule, Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma,
Kendall’s tau. Finally, we have added a stylistically
motivated similarity measure: Burrows’s delta, that
has interesting statistic interpretations.

To assess the ability of these distance/similarity
functions to capture stylistic similarity between texts,
we have tested them in the two most frequently em-
ployed multivariate statistical analysis settings: clus-
ter analysis and principal components analysis.

Clustering is a very good test bed for a dis-
tance/similarity measure behavior. We plugged the
distance/similarity measures selected for comparison
into a standard hierarchical clustering algorithm and
applied it to a collection of 21 nineteenth century En-
glish books [6]. The family trees thus obtained re-
vealed a lot about the distance/similarity measures
behavior.

If clustering explicitly uses a distance/similarity
function as its base, principal components analysis im-
plicitly uses the euclidean distance. Kernel principal
components analysis [8] allows the replacement of the
implicitly used euclidean distance with other similarity
measures, the kernels. Not all the distance/similarity
measures selected for comparison can be transformed
into kernels because a kernel has to be a positive def-
inite function. For those similarity measures that can
be transformed into kernels (Spearman’s rank-order
coefficient, Kendall’s tau) we have compared the re-
sults of kernel principal components analysis (using
the respective kernels) with the result of standard prin-
cipal components analysis (that implicitly uses the eu-
clidean distance).

The main finding of our comparison is that the sim-
ilarity measures that treat function words frequencies
as ordinal variables performed better than the others
distance/similarity measures. Treating function words
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frequencies as ordinal variables means that in the cal-
culation of distance/similarity function the ranks of
function words according to their frequencies in text
will be used rather than the actual values of these fre-
quencies. Usage of the ranking of function words in
the calculation of the distance/similarity measure in-
stead of the actual values of the frequencies may seem
as a loss of information, but we consider that the pro-
cess of ranking makes the distance/similarity measure
more robust acting as a filter, eliminating the noise
contained in the values of the frequencies. The fact
that a specific function word has the rank 2 (is the
second most frequent word) in one text and has the
rank 4 (is the fourth most frequent word) in another
text can be more relevant than the fact that the re-
spective word appears 34% times in the first text and
only 29% times in the second.

Also, the experiments shown that Burrows’s Delta
achieved good results. Burrows’s Delta is a stylistically
motivated distance function especially designed as a
measure for authorship attribution and used until now
only in classification experiments. As far as we know
this is the first time when Burrows’s Delta is used in
a clustering setting.

In the next section we present the dis-
tance/similarity measures involved in the comparison
study. Section 3 briefly describes the multivariate
statistical analysis techniques used: cluster analysis
and (kernel) principal component analysis. In section
4 are presented the experiments and the results
obtained, and the last section contains discussion and
suggestions for future work.

2 Similarity Measures

If we treat texts as random variables whose values
are the frequencies of different words in the respec-
tive texts, then various statistical correlation mea-
sures can be used as similarity measures between that
texts. For two texts X and Y and a fixed set of words
{w1, w2, . . . , wn} let us denote by x1 the relative fre-
quency of w1 in X, by y1 the relative frequency of w1

in Y and so on by xn the relative frequency of wn in
X, by yn the relative frequency of wn in Y .

2.1 Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient

The Pearson’s correlation coefficient [9] is:

r =

n∑
i=1

(
xi−x

sx

)(
yi−y

sy

)
n− 1

where x is the mean of X, y the mean of Y and sx is
the standard deviation of X, sy the standard deviation
of Y .

The correlation coefficient measures the tendency of
two variables to change in value together (i.e., to either
increase or decrease). r is related with the Euclidean
distance, the

√
2(1− r) being the Euclidean distance

between the standardized versions of X and Y .

2.2 Correlation Statistics for Ordinal
Data

The random variables X, Y representing texts can also
be treated as ordinal data, in which data is ordered but
cannot be assumed to have equal distance between val-
ues. In this case the values of X (and Y respectively)
will be the ranks of words {w1, w2, . . . , wn} according
to their frequencies in text X rather than of the actual
values of these frequencies. The most common correla-
tion statistic for ordinal data is Spearman’s rank-order
coefficient [9]:

rsc = 1− 6
n(n2 − 1)

n∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2

To be noted that, this time, xi, yi are ranks and actu-
ally, the Spearman’s rank-order coefficient is the Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient applied to ranks.

The Spearman’s footrule [9] is the l1-version of
Spearman’s rank-order coefficient:

rsf = 1− 3
n2 − 1

n∑
i=1

|xi − yi|

Another set of correlation statistics for ordinal data
are based on the number of concordant and discordant
pairs among two variables. The number of concordant
pairs among two variables X and Y is P = |{(i, j) :
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, (xi − xj)(yi − yj) > 0}|. Similarly, the
number of discordant pairs is Q = |{(i, j) : 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ n, (xi − xj)(yi − yj) < 0}|.

Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma [9] is defined as:

γ =
P −Q

P + Q

Kendall developed several slightly different types
of ordinal correlation as alternatives to gamma.
Kendall’s tau-a [9] is based on the number of con-
cordant versus discordant pairs, divided by a measure
based on the total number of pairs (n = the sample
size):

τa =
P −Q
n(n−1)

2

Kendall’s tau-b [9] is a similar measure of association
based on concordant and discordant pairs, adjusted for
the number of ties in ranks.It is calculated as (P −Q)
divided by the geometric mean of the number of pairs
not tied on X (X0) and the number of pairs not tied
on Y (Y0):

τb =
P −Q√

(P + Q + X0)(P + Q + Y0)

All the above three correlation statistics are very
related, if n is fixed and X and Y have no ties, then
P , X0 and Y0 are completely determined by n and Q.

2.3 Burrows’s Delta

In his 2001 Busa Award lecture, John F. Burrows pro-
posed a new measure for authorship attribution which
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he termed ‘Delta’, defined as: ”the mean of the abso-
lute differences between the z-scores for a set of word-
variables in a given text-group and the z-scores for the
same set of word-variables in a target text.” [2]

Let C = {X,Y, . . .} be a fixed set of texts, a corpus,
and {w1, w2, . . . , wn} a fixed set of words. Let σi be
the standard deviation of the relative frequency of wi

in the corpus C. For each X, Y ∈ C, Delta is defined
as [1]:

∆(X,Y ) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣xi − yi

σi

∣∣∣∣
As it is defined, ∆(X,Y ) depends not only on X

and Y , but also on the entire data set (corpus) from
which X and Y are drawn. This will not be a problem
for clustering, because the family tree obtained from
a cluster analysis depends anyway on the entire data
set (adding a new text to a data set can change the
family tree completely).

3 Multivariate Analysis Tech-
niques

3.1 Clustering Analysis

An agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm [4]
arranges a set of objects in a family tree (dendogram)
according to their similarity, similarity which in its
turn is given by a distance function defined on the set
of objects. The algorithm initially assigns each object
to its own cluster and then repeatedly merges pairs of
clusters until the whole tree is formed. At each step
the pair of nearest clusters is selected for merging. Var-
ious agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms
differ in the way in which they measure the distance
between clusters. Note that although a distance func-
tion between objects exists, the distance measure be-
tween clusters (set of objects) remains to be defined.
In our experiments we used the complete linkage dis-
tance between clusters, the maximum of the distances
between all pairs of objects drawn from the two clus-
ters (one object from the first cluster, the other from
the second).

3.2 (Kernel) Principal Components
Analysis

Principal components analysis (PCA) [4] is a method
of dimensionality reduction. The motivation for per-
forming PCA is often the assumption that directions
of high variance will contain more information than di-
rections of low variance. The PCA aims to transform
the observed variables (function word frequencies, in
our case) to a new set of variables which are uncorre-
lated and arranged in decreasing order of importance.
These new variables, or components, are linear com-
binations of the original variables, the first few com-
ponents accounting for most of the variation in the
original data. Typically the data are plotted in the
space of the first two components.

PCA works in the euclidean space and so implic-
itly use euclidean distance and standard inner prod-
uct. Kernel principal components analysis [8] allows

Group Author Book
American Novelists Hawthorne Dr. Grimshawe’s Secret

House of Seven Gables
Melville Redburn

Moby Dick
Cooper The Last of the Mohicans

The Spy
Water Witch

American Essayists Thoreau Walden
A Week on Concord

Emerson Conduct Of Life
English Traits

British Playwrights Shaw Pygmalion
Misalliance
Getting Married

Wilde An Ideal Husband
Woman of No Importance

Bronte Sisters Anne Agnes Grey
Tenant Of Wildfell Hall

Charlotte The Professor
Jane Eyre

Emily Wuthering Heights

Table 1: The list of books used in the experiments

the replacement of the implicitly used euclidean dis-
tance with other similarity measures, the kernels.

Kernel-based algorithms work by embedding the
data into a feature space (a Hilbert space). The em-
bedding is performed implicitly, that is by specifying
the inner product between each pair of points rather
than by giving their coordinates explicitly. The ker-
nel function captures the intuitive notion of similarity
between objects in a specific domain and can be any
function defined on the respective domain that is sym-
metric and positive definite. Because of the positive
definite restriction not all distance/similarity measures
described in section 2 can be transformed into a ker-
nel, but some can. For example, from the Spearman’s
rank-order coefficient the following kernel can be ob-
tained: k(X, Y ) = e−

rsc(X,Y )
2 Also, P , the number of

concordant pairs among two variables X and Y (see
section 2.2) can be proved to be a kernel, but the prove
of that is beyond the scope of this paper. For details
of how a method like PCA ca be transformed into a
kernel method and which distance/similarity functions
can be a kernel see [8].

4 Experiments

For our experiments we used a collection of 21 nine-
teenth century English books written by 10 different
authors and spanning a variety of genres (Table 1).
The books were used by Koppel et al. [6] in their au-
thorship verification experiments.

To perform the experiments, a set of words must be
fixed. The most frequent function words may be se-
lected or other criteria may be used for selection. In
all our experiments we used the set of function words
identified by Mosteller and Wallace [7] as good candi-
dates for author-attribution studies.

In a first set of experiments we used the agglomera-
tive hierarchical clustering algorithm coupled with the
various distance similarity functions employed in the
comparison to cluster the works the Table 1.

The resulted dendograms for euclidean distance and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient are very similar, which
is no surprise taking into account the close relation be-
tween the two measures (see section 2.1). We present
only the dendogram for Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient in Figure 1. The problem of this family tree
(and also of the family tree corresponding to eu-
clidean distance) is that the works of Melville are not
grouped together: one being clustered with the novels
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of Cooper (Moby Dick) and the other with the novels
of Hawthorne. Also, apart from authorship relation,
the dendogram reflects no other stylistic relation be-
tween the works (like grouping the works according to
genre or nationality of the authors: American / En-
glish).

The dendogram for Spearman’s footrule (not shown
because of lack of space) is a good one, accurately
reflecting the stylistic relations between books. The
books were grouped in three big clusters (the first three
branches of the tree) corresponding to the three genre:
dramas (lower branch), essays (middle branch) and
novels (upper branch). Inside each branch the works
were first clustered according to their author. The
only exceptions are the two essays of Emerson which
instead of being first clustered together and after that
merged in the cluster of essays, were added one by one
to this cluster.

Spearman’s rank-order coefficient, Goodman and
Kruskal’s gamma and Kendall’s tau produced the
same dendogram (modulo the scale). Figure 2 shows
the dendogram for Spearman’s rank-order coefficient.
The dendogram is perfect: all works are clustered ac-
cording to theirs author. More over, the first two
branches correspond to the nationality of the authors:
British writers on lower branch, American writers on
upper branch. Further more, inside each of these two
branches, the works are clustered according to genre:
drama and novels in the case of British writers, novels
and essays in the case of American writers.

The family tree obtained when Burrows’s Delta was
used resembles the dendogram produced by Spear-
man’s rank-order coefficient (Figure 2), but this time,
in the case of American writers, the works are no
longer grouped according to genre.

A second set of experiments aim to compare the
standard principal components analysis (that implic-
itly uses the euclidean distance) with kernel principal
components analysis, based on kernels derived from
distance/similarity measures selected for this study.
The works in the Table 1 are plotted in the space of
the first two principal components, to see if the stylis-
tic similarity is reflected in the spatial configuration.

The plot obtained using standard principal compo-
nents analysis is shown in Figure 3. Generally, the
works of the same author are plotted close together,
but again (as in the case of the euclidean distance and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient clustering) the works
of Melville (×) are an exception. One is placed close
to works of Emerson (¤) and the other alone in a dif-
ferent region. Also, the works of Emerson (¤) and the
works of Cooper (+) are not clearly separated. An
interesting fact is that the American writers and the
British writers are separated in the plane by a vertical
line (x = 0).

For comparison, in Figure 4 we present the plot ob-
tained using kernel principal components analysis with
the kernel derived from Spearman’s rank-order coeffi-
cient1 (see section 3.2). The works of the same author
are plotted close together and different authors are
clearly separated. Even more interesting than in the

1 Because of space limitation we have presented the kernel
principal components analysis only in the case of the best
performing kernel, the kernel derived from Spearman’s rank-
order coefficient.

case of standard components analysis, a vertical line,
x = 0, separates the British writers (left) from the
American writers (right), and a horizontal line, y = 0
separates different genres: drama (above) from novels
(below) in the case of British writers, essays (above)
from novels (bellow) in the case of American writers.

5 Discussion

In this paper we have compared a set of dis-
tance/similarity measures, some motivated statisti-
cally, others motivated stylistically, regarding theirs
ability to reflect stylistic similarity between texts. To
assess the ability of these distance/similarity functions
to capture stylistic similarity between texts, we tested
them in the two most frequently employed multivari-
ate statistical analysis settings: cluster analysis and
(kernel) principal components analysis.

The experiments have shown that the similar-
ity measures that treat function words frequencies
as ordinal variables (Spearman’s rank-order coeffi-
cient, Spearman’s footrule, Goodman and Kruskal’s
gamma, Kendall’s tau) performed better than the dis-
tance/similarity measures that use the actual values of
function words frequencies (Euclidean distance, Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient).

Also we have shown how Burrows’s Delta, a dis-
tance function especially designed as a measure for
authorship attribution, can be used in clustering anal-
ysis with good results.

In future work it would be useful to test these dis-
tance/similarity measures on other data sets. Also, it
would be interesting to further investigate the ability
of some of the similarity measures (Spearman’s rank-
order coefficient, Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma,
Kendall’s tau) to distinguish between the different na-
tionality of English language writers; for example, by
adding to the data set works of Australian writers from
the same period.
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Fig. 1: Dendogram of 21 nineteenth century English books (Pearson’s correlation coefficient)

Fig. 2: Dendogram of 21 nineteenth century English books (Spearman’s rank-order coefficient)
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Fig. 3: Standard principal components plot of 21 nineteenth century English books
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Fig. 4: Kernel principal components plot of 21 nineteenth century English books (Spearman’s rank-order coef-
ficient kernel)
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